
Providing world-class marine service and repair to the great yacht 
& boat owners in Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas is something we pride 

ourselves in, and something which is a product of decades of 
experience.

Our Team
When you experience service from our team, you’re receiving 

service from a team of precision-oriented Master Marine 
Technicians, along with a former mega-yacht Captain who’s sailed 

the world aboard 100+ multi-million dollar yachts. 
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We Provide Yacht & Boat Owners 
With Decades of Experience 

Working on Vessels Ranging in 
Size from 15’-150’

Dallas Boat Service, LLC
Terms of Service

We call our Master Marine Technicians “Boat 
Surgeons”…because they are. 

Just as a Surgeon combines symptoms with 
comprehensive testing to determine proper diagnoses 
and suggest a professional solution based on their 
expertise…our Master Marine Technicians 
operate in the exact same manner. 

Our Master Marine Technicians specialize in 
the field of Marine Mechanics. 
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“Dallas Boat Service 
does great work at 
the best prices!” 

 - Ronnie R. 

How We Operate
When we aren’t servicing and maintaining our current clientele of hundreds, 

of boat owners (including fleets)…we offer our highly sought-after, Mobile 
Marine Service to yacht and boat owners who call for help with an issue, or 

multiple issues aboard their yacht, or boat.

Due to the comprehensive process of professionally diagnosing each vessels’ 
issue, it is very common that our Master Marine Technicians discover 

multiple issues leading to the “root cause” of your yacht or boat’s symptoms, 
are other, than what you have assumed.

We are experts at what we do and we appreciate you understanding 
this fact, ahead of time.  

- Each one of our marine service and repair jobs are both scheduled & 
completed based on our timeline, parts availability, inclement weather etc.

- Many service and repair jobs exceed the initial estimate due to the sheer 
nature of the discovery process, as we SEARCH for the ROOT CAUSE of 

your vessel’s issue.

- Once we’ve discovered your exact root cause, you can expect to receive an 
accurate estimate which will include all labor hours, parts and a date for 

repairs to be performed. 

Please be aware that some jobs may require a re-schedule due to unforeseen 
complications.

By replying “Agreed”  to our request via text message, or email, you are 
agreeing to our terms of service.

Thank you and we look forward to serving you soon.

Happy Boating!

Dallas Boat Service, LLC 

“Revolutionizing The Boating Industry.”

Our Mission:  Provide World-Class Marine Service &  Repair, and Increase The Value of Your 
Yacht or Boat, While Helping You Enjoy Your Life On The Water.


